
Brand new boat from Norfolk builder Haines Marine

TESTED -  The new Haines 32

Family inspired inland cruiser 
incorporating style and space

■ Wolstenholme designed hull ■ Modern stylish looks
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The Norfolk Broads introduce many 
people to boating. You have the 
choice of learning to sail, perhaps 

aboard a hire yacht, some of which are  
even classics from the past. 

Or, perhaps more realistically, you reckon 
your car-driving talents can be applied to 
motor boats on water.

While I, and many like me, suggest 
navigating a boat is a very different 
experience to driving a motor car, the main 
thing is to feel in control and enjoy a safe, 
peaceful, therefore slow, passage on some of 
the most beautiful waterways in this country, 
perhaps even Europe or the world.

And that is what the new Haines 32 Sedan, 
a handsome and eco-friendly craft, has been 

created for at a remarkably fair price if you 
are serious about inland cruising.

It gives you, at slow and environmentally 
good speed, great comfort, with good 
accommodation which is versatile enough 
to make the best of inclement, then lovely 
sunny weather – sharing it with your family 
and friends.

Elsewhere in this edition are tips on how 
to break into boating for the first time 
– possibly via lower cost, exploratory craft, 
then, as your interest increases, perhaps 
promoting your aims to a more serious, 
higher-priced craft.

That could well be the Haines 32. It is a 
Sedan and you can buy it new, tailored to 
your own needs in practical terms, or fashion 

and design, from about £140,000.
While that is a lot of money, in boating 

terms it delivers significant accommodation 
both inside and outside the cabins to make 
the most of our changing and unreliable 
weather in this country.

Unlike the more adventurous and larger 
craft in the Haines range (with aft bridge and 
sea-going capabilities), this Sedan is ideal for 
inland, and perhaps for mature couples to 
cruise.

It is easy to run and navigate; equipment 
can include thrusters enabling you to move 
the boat sideways into and out of moorings 
– complete freedom of movement.

You can board easily from the side or use 
an aft pontoon on to a bathing platform  

Handsome boat from Haines
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The popularity and practicality of powerboats in the 30ft-plus range has previously been noted 

by Anglia Afloat. On this and the following pages we test two Norfolk-built contenders from 

Haines Marine and Broom Boats. We start with the Haines 32 Sedan which Paul Thomas finds 

to be efficient, sociable for family and friends and which can be customised to your needs

The new Haines 32 Sedan is a handsome and eco-friendly craft. Pictures by Pete Huggins and Paul Thomas
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 with door access through the stern to an 
outside cockpit with easy seating for up to 
eight people and substantial storage. 

The bathing platform obviates steps on the 
side to mount – sometimes off-putting for 
older couples.

From the platform you enter the cockpit, 
with an overhanging GRP peak housing a 
central canvas roller canopy for good or bad 
weather.

On both sides of the saloon are steps with 

handrails to wide side decks and there are 
grab rails along the cabin sides to a forward 
pulpit. 

The foredeck accommodates a manual 
anchor winch and bow roller, with either a 
galvanized anchor or mud weight.

Back in the aft cockpit, you can be guarded 
by that full canopy – but it reduces in stages, 
including opening up the aft roof to give sky 
views.

There are three full-depth glass doors 

which screen the cockpit from the saloon 
– yet when fully-opened they create a large 
socialising and open air space for up to eight 
passengers for day use.

The saloon itself is light and airy with a 
portside sideboard unit, starboard settee 
with storage under (option of sofa bed 
arrangement), and forward or aft-facing 
settee. There is a hardwood rectangular table, 
cocktail cabinet and shelving.

To port is the helm, with side opening 
window, dash with full instrumentation, 
leather-bound stainless steel steering wheel 
and Morse control. There is a footrest below 
the helm.

The light, airy feel is enhanced by a sun-
roof in the saloon, sliding open in a second, 
plus side windows.

This craft will be at the 2013 London Boat Show.  
My assessment is that this boat now gives Haines 
Marine a complete family of boats in its range

The large sliding roof lets plenty of light into the saloon. A useful side window to the helm position.

The well-thought-out helm position of the Haines 32 Sedan.The well-equipped galley is open plan from the saloon.

The aft cockpit area has plenty of space for entertaining. The bathing platform aids easy access from a pontoon.
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The galley is open plan from the saloon, 
just down a step, with Avonite worktop fitted 
with a three-burner gas hob, stainless steel 
waste bin and square stainless steel sink, 30-
litre gas oven, 65-litre fridge and substantial 
storage.

Then you move into a stylish double cabin 
forrard and heads with toilet and shower to 
port.

The cabin has an island double berth with 
large drawers below, shelving and two large 
wardrobes with hanging rails.

The toilet/shower has Avonite worktop and 
surface mounted ceramic sink with tall mixer 
tap. There is a wall-mounted shower mixer 
tap and a manual toilet to waste tank.

There is a choice of interior timber finishes, 
today’s favourites being walnut and American 

oak, lighter, airy but beautiful woods that 
add style and prestige to this boat.  

There are various layout alternatives – and 
the Haines team, indeed family, will listen 
to all your needs and preferences. This is a 
benefit of dealing with a small, personal boat-
building firm.

Powering this boat is a small, quiet, very 
economical and eco-friendly single shaft drive 
Nanni 43hp category C engine. You can 
specify the larger 50hp or 60hp but I think 
the 43 is sufficient, indeed possibly you could 
go even smaller for very slow tidal inland and 
estuary waters.

This remarkably versatile range of engines, 
with minimal consumption, does suggest the 
better eco answer, even over electric-engined 
boats which suffer greater weight from 

batteries, the need for frequent charging and 
indeed replacement of expensive batteries 
every five years or so.

But it is not only the engine which is eco.  
The displacement hull design is low wash and 
is by Norfolk’s distinguished marine architect 
Andrew Wolstenholme. Its development, 
from the original Haines 31 hull, sees the 
mould and construction under Haines’ 
complete control.

This craft will be at the 2013 London Boat 
Show. My assessment is that this boat now 
gives Haines Marine a complete family of 
boats in its range. 

The 32 Sedan provides them with a boat 
that appeals to two different ends of the 
market, often those relatively new to boating, 
or those in their later years of boating. 

Owner’s viewTurn to page 52 to see the comments of 
someone who bought a Haines 32 Sedan

The stylish forward cabin with its island double berth. Avonite surfaces enhance the heads and shower room.

Home-from-home comforts aboard the Haines 32 Sedan.  Pictures by Pete Huggins and Paul Thomas



Jessica May’s a home from home
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 Haines 32 Sedan

Length overall: 32ft 0in (9.75m)

Beam: 11ft 6in (3.51m

Draught: 2ft 8in (0.91m)

Air draught: 8ft 2in (2.49m)

Fuel capacity: 40 gallons (180 litres)

Water capacity: 50 gallons (225 

litres)

Waste tank: 40 gallons (180 litres)

Calorifier tank: 40 litres (complete 

with immersion)

Price from: £138,500 (inc VAT)

More information: Norfolk Yacht 

Agency: 01603 713434, www.nya.

org.uk and Haines Marine, 01692 

582180, www.hainesmarine.co.uk.

Specifications
Some boat owners go on 
– and on. They just can’t 
resist the temptation of 
another! 

And such are the new 
owners of the first Haines 
32 Sedan, produced for 
launch and a month or two’s 
use before our winter profile 
of No 2, featured here now 
in Anglia Afloat.

The lucky owners of No 
1 are Richard and Jenny 
Sanders from Northants 
– no strangers to the Norfolk 
Broads as they have previously 
owned a Falcon 27 and Broom 31. 

They gave up boating about eight years ago 
to enjoy a property on the Broads instead. 

However, says Richard, the attraction of 
water never went away and while talking to 
their lifetime friends, Bob and Mary Haines, 
they ended up ordering the first Haines 32 
Sedan while it was still on the drawing board.

Richard said: “The build quality from 
Haines Marine is exceptional and the new 32 
Sedan had all the features we were looking 
for – a four-berth cruiser with a spacious 
saloon and rear deck accommodation for 
entertaining  larger numbers.”

They were also impressed by the 50hp 
Nanni engine – “so economical and quiet 
that conversations between guests are  
uninterrupted, despite cruising along at five 
mph at an effortless 1,300 rpm.”

The Sanders told us: “To make the boat 
Jessica May, named after our grand-daughter, 
even more enjoyable, we asked for an 
enormous electric sun roof to enhance the 
interior space and a heating system to beat 
the coldest days on the Broads. They are  
just a couple of the many extras fitted to 
ensure life aboard is as comfortable as our 
home ashore.”

Jessica May with the Haines 32 Sedan of her grandparents, Richard and Jenny Sanders, which bears her name.  

Richard and Jenny Sanders aboard their new boat.


